FELLOWSHIP FAQS

Will there be a formal interview?

No, your time with the fellowship faculty and the unit is an opportunity to “walk in the shoes” of the fellow. Our intent and hope is that you come away from your time at Maryland with a realistic view of the program.

Is there an agenda?

You will have time to observe in the operating room, clinics and didactics. The fellowship faculty make every effort to chat over coffee and if the OR schedule allows, a dinner at a local restaurant.

What should I wear?

Please be prepared to wear hospital issued scrubs when in the OR and business casual for the lectures and clinics.

Where should I report the first day?

Go to the University of Maryland School of Dentistry at 650 W. Baltimore St. RM 1216 (see link below) at 8:15 am.


What should I do if there is inclement weather?

Call the Campus Emergency Information Phone Line at 410-706-8622 or go to www.umaryland.edu/alerts.

Once the campus is reopened, look for an email/call from your contact person.

Can you recommend accommodations near campus?

- Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor at Camden Yards
  - 110 South Eutaw St.
  - 410-962-0202
- Hilton Baltimore Hotel
  - 401 West Pratt St
  - 443-573-8700
- Hampton Inn
  - 550 Washington Boulevard, Baltimore, MD
  - 410-685-500
- Holiday Inn Baltimore Inner Harbor Hotel
  - 301 West Lombard St.
  - 410-685-3500